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Summer Series: A Festival of Preachers 

“I’m Not Who I Was” 
BY REV. TAMMY HEINRICH (9:45 sermon) 

July 2, 2017 

 

TO CATCH THE SERMON 
 

Click here to listen to the audio-only version. (Good for when you’re in 

the car or doing something else.) 

 

 

Click here to watch the video version. (Includes the scripture, special 

music, and video of the sermon.) 

 

If you would like to receive short daily snippets from the sermon to 

help you live out your faith Monday-Friday, text “sermon” to 555- 

   888. If you would like to receive the “Going Beyond the Sermon” tool 

delivered to your inbox each week, simply e-mail bjohnson@chapelwood.org. 

 

SCRIPTURE 

1You were dead through the trespasses and sins 2in which you once lived, following the course of 

this world, following the ruler of the power of the air, the spirit that is now at work among those 

who are disobedient. 3All of us once lived among them in the passions of our flesh, following the 

desires of flesh and senses, and we were by nature children of wrath, like everyone else.  

4But God, who is rich in mercy, out of the great love with which he loved us 5even when we were 

dead through our trespasses, made us alive together with Christ—by grace you have been 

saved— 6and raised us up with him and seated us with him in the heavenly places in Christ 

Jesus, 7so that in the ages to come he might show the immeasurable riches of his grace in 

kindness toward us in Christ Jesus. 8For by grace you have been saved through faith, and this is 

not your own doing; it is the gift of God— 9not the result of works, so that no one may boast. 
10For we are what he has made us, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared 

beforehand to be our way of life. (Ephesians 2:1-10, NRSV)  

 

 

http://www.chapelwood.org/sermon
http://www.chapelwoodonline.org/podcast/070217.mp3
https://vimeo.com/channels/chapelwood
mailto:bjohnson@chapelwood.org
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SUMMARY 
 

When in our journey of faith, we confront “The Wall;” i.e., when struggles, tragedy or personal 

failure cause us to cry out, “I’m not who I was,” God’s Word reassures us that we are who he has 

made us. And as such, God can use us. God wastes no experience! 

 

BOB’S COMMENTS  

 
We live in a world where human beings, 

left to themselves, not only choose the 

wrong direction, but remain cheerfully 

confident that it is in fact the right one. 

Indeed, people regularly point out, as evidence 

of its being the right one, how confident they 

are on the subject. It is, after all, a fine road, 

much travelled and in good repair. 

 

It has been, in particular, very popular to 

argue that the desires and aspirations that 

people find deep within themselves are 

obviously God-given and are for that reason to be followed. But a moment’s thought simply on 

human grounds, never mind a biblical viewpoint, shows how flawed that thinking is. Many 

people have deep desires which, unless held severely in check, lead to disaster. Some are by 

nature highly aggressive. Some appear to be naturally dishonest. Sometimes an entire section of 

the population senses deeply that it must behave in a certain way, even though their neighbors 

find it deeply offensive and threatening. 

 

From a Christian perspective, these obvious responses can be taken a stage further. When God 

acted in Jesus the Messiah, he not only revealed himself fully; he revealed fully what 

genuine human life was like – and it turns out to be deeply self-sacrificial. Simply following 

the desires of the physical body, and equally of the mind, will lead you to ruin. (Note how in 

verse 3 the ‘flesh’ and ‘mind’ are both seen as sources of danger: Paul doesn’t for a moment 

suppose that the mind is morally ‘higher’ than the body.) The problem is, though: even if you 

recognize this, what can you do about it? If you are already ‘dead’ as a result of all this – already 

heading the wrong way down the road, with no hope of turning off, let alone turning back, and 

apparently no brake on the car to enable you to stop – what hope can there be? 

 

In verse 2 Paul shows us that there are forces which pull us, lure us, compel us to go in the 

wrong direction. First, there is the present age: the way the world is now is not the way God 

intends it to be in the age to come. What seems right, especially to those who are simply ‘going 

with the flow’ of the world around them, actually isn’t. Second, there is the ‘ruler of the power 

of the air’. This seems to be a way of referring to the satan, the devil, and a way of suggesting 

that his deadly ideas, his schemes for defacing God’s beautiful creation and particularly his 
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image-bearing human creatures, are, as we say, ‘in the air’. You can sense their power ‘in the 

atmosphere’ of a place, of a room full of certain people, of a city or college or shop. The satan is 

a spirit, at work among people who see no need to behave any differently. 

 

So, what’s the answer? Well, if the problem is that the settled and habitual behavior of the whole 

human race leads them on the fast road towards death – the ultimate destruction of their 

humanness – the answer provided by God is a way through death and out into a new sort of 

life entirely. This, of course, is achieved through the death and resurrection of Jesus, the king. 

Paul sees the people who belong to Jesus as being somehow ‘in’ him, so that what is true of 

him is true of them. He has been raised – and so have they! He has been installed in glory, in 

the heavenly realms – and so have they! This is the secret truth of the life of all those who belong 

to Jesus. 

 

Another take on "I'm not who I was" is for people who are hitting “The Wall.” Either through 

personal tragedy, crisis or a moral failure we sometimes find ourselves in a position of 

wondering if we have lost our faith; if something within us has died. The message of hope here is 

that there is no resurrection without death. For those who feel as if they've had a chunk taken out 

of their soul, God gives the prophecy of Ezekiel -- that these dry bones will yet live. If you have 

ever found yourself spiritually hitting “The Wall,” you can be reassured that you are not so 

far off course after all. God is up to something! Everything you are experiencing -- the fear, 

the doubt, the apathy, the confusion, the emptiness -- are forming you under the Spirit's 

loving gaze. You are not forgotten! You are not alone! This difficulty is but a season and God is 

accomplishing the same miracle of restoration and resurrection in you. Perhaps here, the 

celebration is, my compass was never broken when I thought it was. Follow Christ, who also 

walked through a season of suffering and death. God has the last say. 

 

The main thing Paul wants to stress about all this is the sheer, almost unbelievable, 

magnificent kindness of God. In four short verses he says this in several different ways. God is 

rich in mercy; he loved us with a great love; his sheer grace has saved us; his grace is rich 

beyond all telling; he has lavished kindness upon us. Whenever anyone says, or implies, that God 

is after all a bit stingy, or mean, or small-minded, look at these verses and think again! 

 

QUOTES OF THE DAY 
 

1. “’I’m not who I was’ is a celebration that my compass has been fixed. And I now experience 

deep satisfaction and meaning in my life because I am in sync with Kingdom priorities.” 

(Tammy Heinrich) 

 

2. In the experience of hitting “The Wall,” ‘I’m not who I was’ is a celebration that “my compass 

was never broken when I thought it was.” (Tammy Heinrich) 

 

3. “Whenever anyone says, or implies, that God is after all a bit stingy, or mean, or small-

minded, look at these verses and think again!” (N. T. Wright) 
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APPLICATION  
 

1. The nature of redemption is such that when we finally arrive on the other side of a season of 

feeling disconnected from God, it is our very struggle, tragedy or personal failure that “qualifies” 

us to help others; making us, as Henri Nouwen says, “Wounded Healers.” Not only do I come 

away from these seasons when I am confronted by “The Wall” with a more mature 

understanding of the abiding presence of God in my life, I am also equipped to sit with and walk 

alongside of others as they go through the same life experience. “I’m not who I was!” God 

wastes no experience! God uses everything! Based on your experiences, who can you walk 

alongside this week, perhaps helping him or her overcome “The Wall?” 

 

PRAYER  

 
O God, personally, I’d rather avoid “The Wall” altogether in my faith journey! 

But I understand that you use The Wall to shape and form me. I am actually 

stronger in my faith, and I can be of help to others, when with you I confront and 

overcome The Wall. I’m not who I was! If I am at The Wall now, I trust you to 

shape me through it. If I have overcome The Wall, I offer my experience to you 

that I might help another face that Wall. In Christ’s name and for his sake, Amen.  

 
(This material compiled by Rev. Bob Johnson and adapted from commentary by Bishop N. T. Wright, Research Professor 

of New Testament and Early Christianity at St. Mary’s College in the University of St. Andrews in Scotland. This material 

does not necessarily reflect the thought or intent of the preacher of the day.) 


